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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10429-10063
HQS HAS RECEIVED REPORT THAT ON DAY OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY'S ASSASSINATION (22 NOV) CUBANA AIRCRAFT DELAYED ITS DEPARTURE MEXICO CITY FIVE HOURS FROM 1700 TO 2200 AWAITING IMPORTANT PASSENGER WHO ARRIVED MEXICO CITY AIRPORT IN PRIVATE TWIN MOTOR AIRCRAFT AT 2130 HOURS NEXT TIME. PASSENGER TRANSFERRED DIRECTLY TO CUBANA PLANE WITHOUT GOING THROUGH CUSTOMS OR IMMIGRATION. TRAVELLED IN PILOT'S CABIN TO HAVANA. ABOVE FROM KULICER DIPLOMAT WHO PASSENGER ON SAME PLANE TO HAVANA. REQUEST YOU ATTEMPT IDENTIFY AND DETERMINE REASON UNUSUAL ACTIONS AT AIRPORT.
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DECLASSIFIED BY 28TH MAY 1975
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DATE: 01 DEC 63

TO

MEXI

FROM

RYBAT GPFLOOOR

HAS RECEIVED REPORT THAT ON DAY OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY'S ASSASSINATION (22 NOV), CURANBA AIRCRAFT DELAYED ITS DEPARTURE, MEXICO CITY FIVE HOURS FROM 1700 TO 2200. WAITING IMPORTANT PASSENGER WHO ARRIVED MEXICO CITY AIRPORT IN PRIVATE TWIN MOTOR AIRCRAFT AT 2130 HOURS, MEXI TIME. PASSENGER TRANSFERRED DIRECTLY TO CURANBA PLANE WITHOUT GOING THROUGH CUSTOMS OR IMMIGRATION. TRAVELLED IN PILOTS CABIN TO HAVANA. ABOVE FROM KNLGER DIPLOMATIC WHO PASSENGER ON SAME PLANE TO HAVANA. REQUEST YOU ATTEMPT IDENTIFY AND DETERMINE REASON UNUSUAL ACTIONS AT AIRPORT.

END OF MESSAGE

P. 8593

CHRONO DUMMY
On 22 Nov 63, Cubana delayed departure from Mexico to Mexico City airport in a private twin motor aircraft. The passenger arrived at 2130 MEX time. The passenger transferred directly to Cubana plane without going through customs or immigration. The passenger traveled in the pilots cabin to Havana.

Please identify plane, passenger, and reason for unusual actions at the airport. This is the evening of President Kennedy's assassination.

2 Dec 63
SECRET 292329Z
DIR CITE WAVE 8316
RYBAT TYPIC GEOFOR AMUEE CONHO
REF A WAVE 8270 (WIN 69695)
REF B WAVE 8271 (WIN 69697)

1. FOLL IS TRANSLATION REFER A: MSG 45. AMUEE-1 TO CO. OUR
CONDOLEANCES ON DEATH PRESIDENT. MAURI REPORTS ON 22 NOV THE CUBANA
AIRCRAFT DELAYED ITS DEPARTURE FIVE HOURS FROM 1700 TO 2200 WAITING
FOR AN IMPORTANT PASSENGER WHO ARRIVED MEXICO CITY AIRPORT IN PRIVAT
TWIN MOTOR AIRCRAFT AT 2130 HOURS MEXI TIME TRANSFERRING DIRECTLY FOR
HIS PLANE TO THE CUBANA PLANE WITHOUT GOING THROUGH CUSTOMS OR IMMIGR-
ATION. TRAVELLED IN PILOTS CABIN. MAURI RETURNED ON SAME AIRCRAFT
TO CUBA. I SHALL COME OUT 29 NOV BUT DO NOT KNOW WHETHER I CAN STAY
BEST THAT YOU COME TO THE AIRPORT THAT DAY. HERE THERE IS GREAT
MOVEMENT OF TROOPS TOWARD PINAR DEL RIO.

2. FOLL IS TRANSLATION REFER B. IT IS ALMOST CERTAIN I SHALL RETUR
HABANA SAME DAY. URGENT THAT I SPEAK WITH YOU AT AIRPORT.
AMBASSADOR CHANGED HIS MIND. I MAY COME OUT AGAIN TO MEXICO DECEMBER 6
DECEMBER WITH MY WIFE FOR A WEEK BUT IT IS NOT SURE YET. MUST SEE
YOU WITHOUT FAIL 29 NOV. GREETINGS.

3. FYI: AMUEE-1 WIFE VERIFIED TO HER GRANDMOTHER WAVE AREA
AT 23 NOV SHE AND AMEE-1 DEFINITELY COMING OUT FOR WEEK TO
HAVE AREA 6 DEC TO DO CHRISTMAS SHOPPING. GO THEREFORE DID NOT
GO NEXT SEE A-1, BUT AMPL-1 SENT PICK UP PRODUCT. AMEE-1 ARRIVED
NEXT 29 NOV AND MADE STERILE CALL TO GO HAVE. SAID ALL ES QUIET
EMBASSY AND HE READY GO WORK AGAIN (MAKING DEAD DROPS AND
CACHES) BUT WOULD LIKE LAY OFF PHOTOGRAPHY FOR A WHILE. CO CONSID-
ERED STATED HAD BROUGHT OUT FORM FROM EMBASSADOR FOR AMEE-2 TO SIGN
OFFICIALLY RESIGNING FROM JOB, AFTER RECEIPT OF WHICH EMBASSADOR
WILL FOR FIRST TIME NOTIFY HIS HQS AND SOG OF A-2 DEPARTURE FOR QUOTE
REASONS OF PERSONAL PREFERENCE UNQUOTE.

4. URGENT MATTER WHICH AMEE-1 WISHED DISCUSS WAS WHETHER
CO PLANNED BE HAVE AREA 6 - 12 DEC.
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Confidential source LIFIRE airlists pouching manifests HGS NO INDEX

DOF 0600202 REPORT CLASS SECRET HN=CS 36X0 GURC INTERNATIONAL

GUAM CUBAN TRAVEL DUE 22 AND 29 NOVEMBER 63 FROM MEXICO CITY 25 AND 26 NOVEMBER 63 APR 2 SOURCE PERSON ENR WITH GOOD ACCESS TO TRAVEL INFORMATION.

TRAVEL DATA SHOWS THE FOLLOWING LEFT MEXICO CITY FOR NATION BY AIR ON THE DATES INDICATED: 22 NOVEMBER 05331

CHI 05331

DIP PP 42 4951; CANADA; 41; HECTOR LEHUEX, PP 4-537702; JOSERTH

POULIT, PP 5-024223; DONALD GEORGE CAMERON, PP 4-253704; HILLIARD

POULIS, PP 4-074232; THOMAS CLARK, PP 4-073569; DUNGAN

MC PHerson, PP 5-044214; LEO JOHN BEITZ, PP 5-043543; THOMAS MURPHY,

PP 5-469500; BRITISH; ARTHUR EMERSON, PP 5-010911; IVER ONION,

PP 029826; SPANISH; VENANCIO OLIVAREZ, VILLANUEVA, PP 5-035510;

JOSE LUIS CACHO Y BANCH, PP 10497/03; DAVID FLOREN, PP 54397/63;

ITALIAN; HANSI HAHRI, DIP PP 3501/63; HANSU GERHINTA,

HAHN, DIP PP 3549/63; DUTCH; MARJAN VAN DER PLASCH, DIP PP 40321

23 NOVEMBER 1963, BEIJING, AUGUSTUS PORTER,
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